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FROM THE PRESIDENT OF NHASCD
If we are t~ educate and care for
the whole child, collaboration is
imperative. One of the ways that
collaboration is developed and
sustained is through thoughtful
and meaningful conversation. At
the New Han1pshire Association
for Supervision and Cuniculum
Development (NHASCD), our
mission is to serve as a catalyst for
conversation.
There are several ways that NHASCD provides New Hampshire
educators opportunities for conversation and collaboration.
They include a conference series with both national and international experts in the field , a journal that explores a variety
of contemporary issues in education, a newsletter which helps
inform members of current educational events, an evening with
NH legislators, a new Web site, and the commitment to send
NHASCD board members to Washington, D.C., each year to
the leadership conference, where we learn about the federal
government's influence on education.
NHASCD has worked diligently to develop a reputation for
bringing some of the most interesting and influential experts in
the field of education to New Hampshire. Some of these experts
include Alfie Kohn, Grant Wiggins, Jay McTighe, Rick and Becky
Du Four, and Heidi Hayes Jacobs, to name a few. The turnout for
our conferences is high, and the evaluation data collected after
each conference is excellent. In addition to all the information
conferees gain as a result of attending the conference, they are
also provided with opportunities to engage in conversation with
other educators. This conversation helps conferees reflect upon
what they have learned and, most importantly, how this information will be used to shape teaching and learning.

The NHASCD Journal ofEducation provides an opportunity for
educators to write and read about various educational communities that evolve around a common theme. The articles included in
the journal are written from a variety of perspectives: classroom
teachers, administrators, content-area specialists, and university
professors, and have a great influence on the day-to- day work
of educators.
Four times a year, NHASCD creates and disseminates a newsletter to its members. Included in the newsletter are letters from

the NHASCD president and executive director, a book review,
news and pictures from our very active and continually growing
NHASCD student chapters, conference speaker updates, and
news from our various NHASCD subcommittees. Also included
are letters of support and recognition for NHASCD from NH
Commissioner of Education Dr. Virginia Barry.
lt is important for NHASCD to develop and sustain relationships with policy makers at both the state and federal levels.
Each January, NHASCD invites state legislators and the NH
Commissioner of Education to a reception at the Centennial Inn
in Concord to hear about some of the interesting and innovative
educational initiatives that are taking place across the state. Some
of these include how to use data to inform instruction, urban
education, family involvement, and professional learning communities. These presentations are followed by a tasty assortment
of refreshments and an equally tasty level of discourse.

In fall of 2009, NHASCD launched its new Web site. The new
Web site not only informs our membership, but also serves as
a means for educators to register for conferences, read excerpts
from the journal and newsletter, and find links to several important and informative educational websites. Please check us out
at nhascd.org.
Once a year, NHASCD sends some of its board members to the
annual ASCD leadership conference in Washington, D.C. This
conference provides an opportunity for NHASCD to hear about
how the federal government influences the educational agenda
and to have conversations with other ASCD state affiliates. This
experience helps us to get a "big picture" of what is happening nationally and how this information shapes the NHASCD
educational agenda.
We appreciate all the membership does to enhance professional
practice. Special thanks to Marianne True and Stacey Curdie,
editors o(The NHASCD Journal of Education and the members
of the editorial board who work so diligently to produce such a
quality publication.
Sincerely,

J:L~ ~~
Gerard E. Buteau
President, NHASCD
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, PLYMOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY
Welcome to the 2010 issue of

The New Hampshire Journal of
Education. This issue's topic
is "Professional Learning
Communities," a subject that
encompasses much of what we
hope education is about: people
thinking intentionally about
learning, working collaboratively to share ideas and assess
what succeeds, and building
relationships with colleagues
that, as trust and commitment increase, free everyone to be
more honest and creative. For educators in learning communities, continual discussion about what we do together and how
we can do it better becomes the norm for what it means to be
an active, engaged professional. AII of us who are fortunate
enough to have such communities know their value in keeping
us energized and intellectually vital.
As learning communities naturally foster mutual respect and
continual conversation, they also lead to innovation. When we
think of recent innovation in technology, we think less of the
solitary, competitive inventor-though there are some examples,
of course-than of creative teams of excited young people
dreaming of new software applications and energized by each
other's ideas. That is exactly what learning communities suggest
for education; the concept brings together a model for the active
inquiry, commitment, and cooperation that have always characterized the field of education at its best. Educational innovation
and reform in this context proceed not through abrupt, wrenching lurches, but as a continuous process extending throughout
people's careers.

l

Faculty members also work in a cohort, meeting regularly on
instructional strategies, curriculum, and students' progress.
In this issue, students Suzanne Cohoon and Amanda Greene
describe their experiences in the intensive program.
PSU's Doctor of Education in Learning, Leadership, and
Community is based on a similar model. Approximately 12-14
students are admitted each year, and some classes are shared
among them, allowing students to develop a close network of colleagues with whom to engage in deliberation and problem solving.
Candidates, all experienced professionals, also participate in an
externship, so that they interact with others in a different educational context, widening their group of colleagues. As candidates
develop their research, they have a team of equally engaged
professionals with whom to discuss ideas, share concerns and
experiences, and brainstorm alternatives. Thanks to technology,
these educational leaders can develop and maintain professional
networks online that will last throughout their lives.

The ew Hampshire Journal of Education is itself the result of
an innovative learning partnership between the New Hampshire
ASCD and PSU. I would like to thank editors Marianne True
and Stacey Curdie, as well as Public Relations, for their contributions to its production. All are working to empower students
and teachers to actively participate in learning with energy,
confidence, and wonder.

~h--~
Sara Jayne Steen
President

In the essays that follow, you will encounter a variety of learning communities in New Hampshire, within schools, between
schools, and across academic levels. Not surprisingly, I know
best those at Plymouth State University. For example, professors in the Childhood Studies program decided four years ago
to test a learning community model at the undergraduate level
and redesigned the teacher preparation program. Students learn
in a cohort, taking classes in clusters together; working with a
cooperating public school teacher who, with campus faculty
members, helps students integrate their coursework and see
its application; and developing collegial relationships among
students, cooperating teachers, the campus, and local schools.
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FOREWORD
In his book, Organizing Genius,
Warren Renn is writes of the benefits of "creativt> eollaborat ion,"
noting, "It's not clear that lifr was
ever so simplr that individuals.
aeting alone, solved most significant problems. Our tendency to
create heroes rarely jibes with
the reality that most nontrivial
problems require collective
solutions" (p. 198). l'm struck
in particular by this quote as
I reflect on the theme of this year's New Hampshire Journal
of Education, "Professional Learning Communities." In educational settings from presehool through university, learning
communities provide us opportunities to delve into issues that
impact our students and eolleagues, create an environment of
positive interdependenee, and share our collective wisdom to
benefit the learners with whom we work.
We appreciate the efforts of this year·s eontributors as they share
their ideas for and experiences with learning communities that
positively engage and impact learners. In our lead article, Mark
Langley describes the importance of creating an environment
that encourages active learning using a strong discussion model.
Next, Helene Bickford delves into the role that creating learning
communities may have in supporting educational initiatives
over time. John Billings shares his leadership perspective as
he explores the positive impact that a building-le~el leader
can have creating a learning community built on trust and
empowerment.

the rfforts thr school at which she works has made to C'reate an
intrrvrntinn blo<'k for studPnts.
Our "FostPring Lrarning Communities" section explores our
theme in two distinct settings. Educators Ht>athn Krill, David
La Brie, and Kristie Morris reflect on their exprriences participating in Parkn Palmer·s Courage to Teaeh program and its impact
on their learning community. Finally, two PSU undergraduates
rlPscrihe a university c·ohort model that promotes the development and pral'lice of professional learning communities among
pre-serviee educators.
In this, our 13th edition of The New Hampshire Journal of
Education, I am grateful for the continued support of PS
President Sara Jayne Steen and the enthusiasm and hard work
of our NHASCD board. Special thanks to Stacey Curdie and
the amazing team of professionals in Public Relations who make
our journal hopPs a reality.
I hope the articles that follow both inspire and encouragP your
efforts to create and sustain learning communities to benefit the
learners with whom you work.

-- ;~~~
Sincerely,
Marianne M. True
Editor

In the "Learning Communities Online" section of the journal,
Stacey Curdie shares important tips for creating an online
learning community where participants feel both connected and
empowered. James Whiting investigates the impact that technology can have in fostering professional relationships heh een and
among English language learner instructors in low-incidence
settings. Kevin Johnson and Carlton Fitzgerald share insights
from their study of student satisfaction with online, blended, and
face-to-face classes in tht> graduate school setting.
Principal Keith Charpentier leads the "Learning Communities in
Action" section of thP journal, as he shares the story of Wentworth
Elementary School's journey toward excellencP. Inspired by an
article she read in last year's journal, Pamela Campbell desrribes
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